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“If I were the mother…”: fostering 
perspective taking in German 
teacher education
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Higher perspective taking skills are associated with better social functioning 
and improved social relationships. Generally, teachers are willing to take the 
perspective of their students, but it is unclear whether the same is true for 
the perspective of parents. As communication and conflicts with parents are 
pervasive, the motivation and willingness to adopt the perspective of parents 
in counseling situations should be promoted during university teacher training. 
Therefore, we  investigated the promotion of perspective taking among 
teachers in training and focused mainly on perspective taking toward parents. 
We developed a case-based learning task in which teachers in training from Freie 
Universität Berlin (N  =  515) prepared for a fictitious upcoming consultation with 
a mother about her son. Because it is unclear if direct instruction for perspective 
taking is necessary in order to promote it, we also used indirect instruction to 
investigate whether preparing for the consultation under these instructions 
fostered the willingness to adopt the perspective of students and parents. In 
the direct instruction participants were directly told to take the perspective 
of the fictitious mother when evaluating and developing formulations for 
the consultation. The indirect instruction did not mention the concept of 
perspective taking but asked participants to focus on the comprehensibility 
of the formulations. We  obtained three measures: the willingness to take 
a perspective, the attitude toward another person, and the emotional and 
empathic language used in written texts. With our main result we demonstrated 
that the willingness to adopt the perspective of both students and parents could 
be significantly promoted by both instructions. We further demonstrated that 
a higher willingness to take another’s perspective is associated with a more 
positive attitude toward the mother, as well as increased positive emotions 
and empathic concern. Additionally, we replicated results of a previous study 
showing a generally higher willingness to take the student perspective prior 
to the intervention. Results are discussed regarding the benefits of promoting 
perspective taking, especially toward parents, in teacher education.
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1 Introduction

In this study, we investigated the promotion of perspective taking among teachers in 
training. In particular, we focused on perspective taking toward parents, firstly because it is a 
primary responsibility of teachers to regularly communicate and consult with parents, which 
is also cited by teachers as a major stress factor (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 2003; Unterbrink et al., 
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2008; Mach-Würth, 2021, p. 21), and secondly, because of the lack of 
studies in international research that examine the promotion of 
perspective taking toward parents.

While teacher education has traditionally emphasized academic 
competencies, promotion of social–emotional competencies in 
teachers is moving to the forefront of international discussions ( 
Aspelin and Jonsson, 2019; Knigge et al., 2019). Perspective taking is 
an important social–emotional competence (Gehlbach, 2011; Knigge 
et  al., 2019; Gehlbach et  al., 2022, p.  2) and can have significant 
benefits. Stronger perspective taking skills are associated with better 
social functioning and improved social relationships (Davis, 1983, 
p. 115; Gehlbach et al., 2022, p. 4). In addition, perspective taking can 
promote a more positive attitude toward others, foster empathic 
emotions toward others, and reduce stereotypes (Davis et al., 1996; 
Batson et  al., 1997; Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000; Todd et  al., 
2012a,b; Sherman et al., 2020). All of this underscores the relevance 
of promoting perspective taking in the field of teacher education.

As we are not aware of any intervention that effectively promotes 
teachers’ perspective taking toward parents, we developed a learning 
task, inspired by a real scenario of a student with learning difficulties 
and his mother. In this task, teachers in training are instructed to 
prepare themselves for an upcoming fictitious consultation with the 
mother. When the task was used in previous experimental studies and 
perspective taking was explicitly mentioned in the instructions, 
participants’ perspective taking was significantly enhanced (Pöhler 
et al., 2023). In the current study, we aimed to replicate these findings 
using a different experimental design. Participants were either directly 
or indirectly instructed to adopt the perspective of the student’s 
mother. Most existing studies have focused on the effects of directly 
instructed perspective taking (Davis et al., 1996; Batson et al., 1997; 
Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000; Vorauer and Sucharyna, 2013; Eyal 
et al., 2018; Sherman et al., 2020). To date, there has been no research 
that has investigated whether it is necessary to directly instruct 
perspective taking in order to promote it. Using a pre-post intervention 
design, we  investigated whether our learning task is suitable for 
promoting perspective taking, especially toward parents, under these 
two instructions. To measure perspective taking, we surveyed the 
willingness to take the perspective of students and parents. To measure 
additional variables that are closely related to perspective taking and 
that are important for successful interpersonal relationships, we also 
surveyed the attitude toward another person, and the emotional and 
empathic language used in texts written by the teachers in training. In 
addition, we investigated whether the willingness to take the students’ 
perspective is generally greater than to take the parents’ perspective, 
as suggested by previous research (Pöhler et al., 2023), by comparing 
these two variables before the intervention.

2 Theoretical background

2.1 Perspective taking

The social–emotional competence of perspective taking is 
responsible for satisfactory interpersonal relationships and much of 
the social performance of the human species (Davis et  al., 1996). 
Perspective taking can be  defined as “[…] a cognitive attempt to 
consider another’s viewpoint” (Longmire and Harrison, 2018, p. 894). 
Research on perspective taking dates back to Piaget (1932) and Mead 

(1934) and positive effects of perspective taking have been studied 
extensively in the fields of cognitive psychology, social psychology, 
and personality psychology. Social psychological studies are 
particularly relevant for our research, as they show that it is possible 
to intentionally induce perspective taking in a research context (e.g., 
Batson et al., 1997; Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000; Berthold et al., 
2013). Many studies have demonstrated that perspective taking 
promotes a more positive attitude toward out-group members, 
empathic emotions, altruism, and that it reduces stereotypes and the 
likelihood of interpersonal aggression (Underwood and Moore, 1982; 
Davis et al., 1996; Batson et al., 1997; Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000; 
Todd et  al., 2012a,b; Berthold et  al., 2013; Sherman et  al., 2020). 
Perspective taking helps to see past one’s own egocentric view and to 
adjust behavior according to the expectations of others. Consequently, 
perspective taking can simplify communication and interaction 
between individuals and can lead to greater concessions in situations 
where negotiation is required (Schmitt and Altstötter-Gleich, 2010; 
Gehlbach et al., 2015; Gerich et al., 2015; Gartmeier, 2018). However, 
it takes mental effort to actively engage in perspective taking. Without 
perspective taking training, people tend to avoid cognitive load when 
thinking and therefore rely on stereotypes, first impressions, or simple 
heuristics (Markman et al., 2009, p. 298).

2.2 Teachers taking the perspective of 
parents

Counseling expertise is regarded as an important part of teachers’ 
professional competence (Epstein and Sanders, 2006; Gerich et al., 
2015) and perspective taking is an important part of counseling 
expertise (Gerich et  al., 2015). However, there are few empirical 
studies on the specific promotion of perspective taking in teacher 
education (Goeze et al., 2013, 2014; Gehlbach et al., 2022). Research 
has focused on perspective taking toward students or teachers, 
addressing teaching competencies and interactions with students in 
the classroom (Lane-Garon, 1998; Goeze et al., 2013, 2014; Knigge 
et al., 2019; Abacioglu et al., 2020; Gehlbach et al., 2022). For example, 
Knigge et  al. (2019) considered perspective taking and empathic 
concern to be part of teachers’ social–emotional competence and were 
able to successfully promote teachers’ empathic concern (but not 
perspective taking) toward students through a video-based learning 
program. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research on 
perspective taking that addresses communication with parents or the 
parent-teacher relationship. However, successful interpersonal 
relationships, including effective collaboration with students and 
parents, are associated with high job satisfaction and may contribute 
to teacher well-being (Unterbrink et al., 2008; Rothland, 2013, pp. 62, 
177). When a teacher is unable or unwilling to consider the parent 
perspective, it can lead to shortcuts in thinking that save time and 
cognitive load but with costly mistakes (Gehlbach, 2011, p.  314). 
Misunderstandings and conflicts between parents and teachers can 
result from ineffective communication, and in the long run, a negative 
parent-teacher relationship emerges, which can have a significant 
impact on students’ academic achievement (e.g., Fu et al., 2022). It is 
conceivable that for children with learning disabilities, the quality of 
the parent-teacher relationship is particularly important as parents 
and teachers are required to work together to develop tailored support 
strategies that address the unique needs of these students and to help 
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them succeed academically and social–emotionally (Mann et  al., 
2024). The consequences of not considering the parent perspective 
and a poor parent-teacher relationship can be particularly detrimental, 
leading to a negative spiraling school career. Therefore, successful 
interpersonal relationships can serve as an important resource in the 
teaching profession, and perspective taking can support the formation 
of positive relationships (Gehlbach, 2010; Schmitt and Altstötter-
Gleich, 2010; Gerich et  al., 2015; Gartmeier, 2018). Improving 
relationships with parents is especially beneficial, as teachers rate 
communication with parents as a major source of stress (Lawrence-
Lightfoot, 2003; Unterbrink et  al., 2008; Mach-Würth, 2021). 
Conversations between parents and teachers are particularly 
challenging, as parents and teachers often have different goals and 
negative attributions toward parents are prevalent (Hornby and 
Lafaele, 2011). Therefore, in the current study with teachers in 
training, we mainly focus on perspective taking toward parents.

In two previous studies, involving a total of 23 seminar groups, 
we investigated whether teachers’ willingness to take the perspective 
of parents and students could be promoted by using the same case-
based learning task as in the current study. In study 1, we used an 
intervention control group design and participants were teachers in 
training in a master’s program (as in the current study). In study 2, 
we used a pre-post intervention design, and participants were novice 
special education teachers. Taken together, the results of the two 
studies suggest that working on the learning task significantly 
increased the willingness to take someone’s perspective, both with 
regard to students (study 2) and parents (study 1 and 2).

In addition, participants in study 1 showed a significantly greater 
willingness to take the student perspective than the parent perspective. 
A reason for this finding may be that teachers in training know that 
they will be interacting with their future students on a daily basis, 
whereas they expect interactions with parents to occur much less 
frequently. Therefore, they probably consider the student perspective 
more important. Moreover, previous research shows that teachers tend 
to have a more reserved attitude toward parents, anticipating more 
conflict with parents (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 2003; Unterbrink et al., 
2008; Hornby and Lafaele, 2011; Mach-Würth, 2021). This could also 
apply to teachers in training and could have additionally reduced 
participants’ willingness to take the parent perspective.

It must be  noted, though, that this general preference for the 
student perspective did not occur among the novice special education 
teachers in study 2 (Pöhler et al., 2023). This difference between the 
two studies may result from special education teachers working more 
closely with parents and already having experienced the benefits of 
taking their perspective.

2.3 Instructing and measuring perspective 
taking

How can perspective taking be  instructed in an experimental 
setting? Perspective taking can be  seen as a combination of two 
simultaneous cognitive processes (Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000), an 
automatic and unconscious process and a controlled and conscious 
process. The conscious and controlled process can be promoted within 
an experimental setting through direct instructions to engage in 
perspective taking. The effectiveness of this direct instructions, for 
example, before an experimental intervention, has been demonstrated 

in numerous studies (Davis et al., 1996; Batson et al., 1997; Galinsky 
and Moskowitz, 2000; Vorauer and Sucharyna, 2013; Eyal et al., 2018; 
Sherman et  al., 2020). It remains to be  seen whether using more 
indirect instructions, that do not mention perspective taking explicitly, 
will have similar effects. With these kinds of instructions, the possible 
influence of social desirability on a self-reported measure of 
perspective taking may be reduced. As far as we know, there are no 
studies using indirect instructions and investigating whether it has the 
same effect as directly instructing participants to take the perspectives 
of others. Previous studies have usually compared “perspective taking” 
instructions with “stay objective” instructions (McAuliffe et al., 2020). 
In one of our previous studies we compared a direct perspective taking 
instruction with a neutral instruction, that did not refer to perspective 
taking (“Verify which phrase is the best phrase”). We showed that 
participants in the direct perspective taking group showed a 
significantly greater willingness to take the parents’ perspective, 
compared to the neutral instruction group and also a wait control 
group. However, there was no significant difference in the willingness 
to take the students’ perspective (Pöhler et al., 2023). We concluded 
that it may be necessary to directly instruct perspective taking in order 
to promote it. At the same time, we cannot rule out the possibility that 
our results are biased by social desirability. Furthermore, participants 
reported a reduced learning pleasure when the task was performed 
under the direct perspective taking instruction (Briese et al., 2022). 
This may be because the perspective taking instruction is cognitively 
more demanding than the neutral instruction. This is an impetus to 
look for alternative instructions that similarly promote perspective 
taking but are less cognitively demanding.

How can we  measure perspective taking itself and variables 
related to perspective taking in an experimental setting? In the 
following, we describe three different ways to do so. The willingness 
to take another person’s perspective, the attitude toward a person, and 
emotional and empathic language are all variables that have been 
shown to be impacted by perspective taking instructions (e.g., Davis 
et  al., 1996; Batson et  al., 1997; Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000; 
Gehlbach, 2010; Berthold et al., 2013; Tuller et al., 2015; Sherman 
et al., 2020; Pöhler et al., 2023).

2.3.1 Willingness to take another person’s 
perspective

Willingness and motivation to adopt the perspective of another 
person is a necessary stage in the process of perspective taking 
(Gehlbach, 2017; Gehlbach and Mu, 2022; Gehlbach et al., 2022). 
Willingness is essential for being open to new ideas or thoughts, 
being aware that other points of view may be different from one’s 
own, and being able to admit that a personal belief might be wrong 
(Loughran, 1996; Zeichner and Liston, 1996). In our study 
we  distinguish between the ability and the willingness to take 
another perspective. The ability of perspective taking is based on a 
cognitive process that is necessary to understand what the other 
person might think or feel. The willingness to take another 
perspective is a motivational prerequisite for this cognitive process. 
Competency definitions and models from educational research 
emphasize motivational prerequisites that enable the application of 
cognitive abilities (e.g., Weinert, 2014; Blömeke et  al., 2015). 
Accordingly, a cognitive ability can only be  used successfully if 
there is a willingness to do so. The promotion of motivational 
prerequisites in teacher education has been emphasized, yet there 
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have been only few studies on this topic (Baumert and Kunter, 2006; 
Lehmann-Grube et al., 2019; Zaruba et al., 2019). In the current 
study, we  measure the willingness to take another person’s 
perspective as an important prerequisite of perspective taking 
in general.

2.3.2 Perspective taking and attitude
Perspective taking can foster positive attitudes toward 

individuals and toward the entire group the individual belongs to 
(Davis et al., 1996; Vescio et al., 2003; Tuller et al., 2015; Manohar 
and Appiah, 2016). This is also true for persons with opposite 
opinions to their own and members of a potential out-group, who 
are typically evaluated negatively, as several studies have shown 
(Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000; Berthold et al., 2013; Tuller et al., 
2015). Galinsky and Moskowitz (2000) and Berthold et al. (2013) 
conducted experiments in which out-group members were evaluated 
based on a number of positive traits. The authors demonstrated that 
receiving the perspective taking instruction led to a more positive 
attitude toward out-group members, compared to a control group 
that did not receive that instruction. For teachers it is important to 
have a positive attitude toward parents in order to work together in 
a trusting manner and to achieve the same goal of social and 
academic success for students (Dor and Rucker-Naidu, 2012; 
Gartmeier, 2018; Fu et  al., 2022). It is therefore worthwhile to 
measure attitude, firstly because the attitude toward a person can 
be  positively influenced by instructed perspective taking, and 
secondly because promoting positive attitudes toward parents is an 
important goal in its own right. Providing interventions and training 
in perspective taking through induced instruction, and consequently 
promoting a greater willingness to use perspective taking, may lead 
to more positive attitudes and reduced conflict in parent-
teacher interactions.

2.3.3 Perspective taking, emotions and empathy
Previous research has shown that induced perspective taking leads 

to more positive emotions and higher empathic concern toward the 
perspective taking target (Davis, 1980; Batson et al., 1997; Ebert et al., 
2020; McAuliffe et al., 2020; Sherman et al., 2020). Perspective taking 
is often described as a cognitive form of empathy, while empathy is 
described as an affective form of perspective taking (Underwood and 
Moore, 1982; Preston and de Waal, 2002; Roth et al., 2016; Longmire 
and Harrison, 2018, p. 895). A strong correlation between perspective 
taking and empathy appears to be widely accepted. Sherman et al. 
(2020) discovered that participants provided with an instruction to 
adopt the perspective of a Native American used more emotion and 
empathic language than participants in control and perspective taking 
suppression groups. Ebert et al. (2020) coded letters written by college 
students to their grandparents for the presence or absence of empathic 
emotions. Quantifying positive emotions and empathic concern by 
analyzing the linguistic expression in written texts seems promising, 
as it may be  less biased by social desirability than self-reported 
emotions and empathy. In the context of social interactions between 
teachers and parents, promoting positive emotions and empathic 
concern toward parents is an important goal (Sheldon and Epstein, 
2002; Cook et al., 2018; Gartmeier, 2018; Fu et al., 2022). Because 
emotions and empathy can be  fostered by instructed perspective 
taking, it seems valuable to use them to evaluate our intervention.

3 The current study

In this study, we used a learning task inspired by a real case of a 
student with learning difficulties and his mother. The learning task 
was to prepare a fictitious meeting with the mother. The aim of this 
meeting was to communicate the results of two intelligence tests and 
to discuss possible support measures for the student. The learning task 
focused on the mother, either on taking her perspective or on 
effectively communicating with her (depending on the instruction 
group). The same learning task had already been used in a previous 
study with teachers in training, which showed that their willingness 
to take the parents’ perspective could be enhanced by combining the 
task with an explicit perspective taking instruction (Pöhler et  al., 
2023).1 However, it is possible that the explicit instruction led 
participants to perceive perspective taking as a social norm. Thus, the 
finding that perspective taking increased may have been biased by 
social desirability. Therefore, in the current study, we  included a 
second instruction in our study design, in which perspective taking 
was not mentioned during the learning task. Instead, this instruction 
referred to the comprehensibility of the sentences addressed to the 
mother. Since the comprehensibility of a sentence depends on the 
person receiving the sentence, the instruction still referred to the 
mother and solving the task required taking her perspective, at least 
to some extent. However, as perspective taking was not mentioned in 
this condition, it is unlikely that the participating teachers in training 
felt compelled to report a greater willingness to take someone’s 
perspective after working on the learning task. If the effect in the 
previous study was due to social desirability rather than a genuine 
increase in the willingness to take the parents’ perspective, then 
indirect instructions should have no effect at all.

The willingness to take the perspective of parents, and also of 
students are our main dependent variables in the current study, as they 
were measured both before and after the intervention. Even though 
only the mother is present in the fictitious meeting and only her 
perspective is asked to be considered, we decided to measure the 
willingness to take the student’s perspective as well, as the student is a 
main actor in this learning task as well as in the general work of 
teachers. Furthermore, we can compare the results of the student and 
parent scale with our previous results and also with each other to see 
if there is a general difference between the willingness to take the 
student’s or parent’s perspective (see 3.1.3). Because our previous 
findings were based on a self-reported willingness to take someone 
else’s perspective, we included other variables in the current study that 
are important in social interaction and are related to perspective 
taking to some extent: Firstly, the attitude toward the mother of the 
fictitious student and secondly, the emotional and empathic language 
used in texts written by the teachers in training (which also referred 
to the mother). These variables were post-intervention measures. As 
perspective taking was not mentioned when obtaining these variables, 

1 In this previous study, participants were asked to take different perspectives 

in the fictitious meeting: the perspective of the mother, the student, or the 

teacher. Only the willingness to take the parents and students perspective was 

measured. The willingness to take the student’s perspective could not 

be  enhanced by combining the task with an explicit perspective taking 

instruction.
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they were unlikely to be biased by social desirability to the same extent 
as self-reports of perspective taking. If these variables correlate highly 
with the self-reported willingness, our previous results and the effect 
of our learning task on fostering perspective taking is strengthened. 
The variables and the related research questions are described in 
turn below.

3.1 Self-reported willingness to take the 
perspective of students and parents

Self-reported willingness was measured before and after the 
learning task. We  had three hypotheses for the self-
reported willingness.

3.1.1 Effect of the learning task (pre versus post)
Using a repeated measures design, we  hypothesized that 

participants would, on average, show a significant increase in their 
willingness to take the parent perspective. It is unclear whether 
participating in our learning task increases the willingness to take 
someone else’s perspective in general, or just specifically increases the 
willingness to take the parents’ perspective. Therefore, we do not know 
whether the willingness to take the students’ perspective is also 
affected. Although the perspective of the fictitious student is not 
addressed (either directly or indirectly), it is important to note that the 
student is also a main actor in the learning task.

3.1.2 Instruction-effect
Furthermore, we  compared two groups that were instructed 

differently and examined how direct and indirect instructions 
increased participants’ willingness to take students’ and parents’ 
perspectives. As the effects of direct versus indirect instruction have 
not been investigated in previous research, it is unclear whether they 
differ. The finding that indirect and direct instruction have similar 
effects on perspective taking would strengthen the result of our 
previous study as it rules out an interpretation in terms of social 
desirability (see above).

3.1.3 General difference in willingness to take the 
student versus parent perspective (pre)

We were interested in the general characteristics of perspective 
taking among teachers in training. In our previous research, we have 
demonstrated that there is a general difference, with master’s level 
teachers in training being more willing to take the student perspective 
than the parent perspective (see Study 1 in Pöhler et al., 2023). For this 
current study with the same group of participants, we would expect 
identical results. To our knowledge, there are no further studies that 
have examined the difference in perspective taking toward students 
and parents. Therefore, in the current study, we  used the 
pre-intervention data to examine this general difference.

3.2 Attitude toward the mother

How does the learning task affect the evaluation of the student’s 
mother? Since there is no pre-measurement, only the scores 
themselves can provide cues for interpretation. Studies by Galinsky 
and Moskowitz (2000) and Berthold et  al. (2013) with university 

students also used a 7-point scale to rate members of an out-group on 
certain attributes, and the out-groups were rated on average above 4.3 
(Berthold et al., 2013) and above 4 (Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000), 
with higher scores indicating more positive evaluations. Based on this, 
we would consider scores above 3.5 on our 7-point scale to be positive. 
We  assumed that the mother would be  evaluated positive after 
completing the learning task, with mean scores in the trait rating 
greater than 4. We had two hypotheses for the attitude variable.

3.2.1 Instruction-effect
As perspective taking instructions can foster positive attitudes 

toward individuals (Davis et al., 1996; Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000; 
Vescio et al., 2003; Berthold et al., 2013; Tuller et al., 2015; Manohar 
and Appiah, 2016), participants in our study may show a more positive 
attitude in the direct instruction group (which clearly and directly asks 
to take someone’s perspective) than in the indirect instruction group. 
It is also possible, however, that participants who are instructed to 
prepare for effective communication with a parent spontaneously 
adopt their perspective. In that case, the indirect instructions may 
promote a similarly positive attitude.

3.2.2 Relationship between attitude and 
willingness to take the parent perspective

Previous research has shown that interventions instructing to take 
a person’s perspective also have a positive influence on the attitude 
toward that person (e.g., Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000; Berthold 
et al., 2013; Tuller et al., 2015). Thus, there seems to be a positive 
relationship between the perspective taking and attitude. Therefore, 
we  hypothesized that there is a positive correlation between 
participants’ attitudes toward the mother and their willingness to take 
the parent perspective. However, it is unclear whether this variable 
also correlates with the self-reported willingness to take the students’ 
perspective, as this group is not addressed in the trait rating scale.

3.3 Emotional and empathic language

Previous studies by Ebert et al. (2020) and Sherman et al. (2020) 
have shown that texts written by participants can reflect the degree of 
perspective taking. In our study we adopted this idea and assessed each 
text regarding three variables: positive emotions, negative emotions, 
and empathy. We had two hypotheses regarding these variables.

3.3.1 Instruction-effect
According to previous research, inducing perspective taking leads 

to more positive emotions and higher empathic concern toward the 
perspective taking target (Davis, 1980; Batson et al., 1997; Ebert et al., 
2020; McAuliffe et  al., 2020; Sherman et  al., 2020). If the direct 
instructions foster perspective taking to a greater extent, texts from 
the direct instruction group may contain more positive emotional and 
empathic language and less negative emotional language than texts 
from the indirect instruction group.

3.3.2 Relationship of emotional and empathic 
language and the willingness to take the parent 
perspective

Moreover, we  were interested in the relationship between 
emotional and empathic language in texts and the self-reported 
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willingness to take someone’s perspective. Previous research indicated 
a positive effect of perspective taking on empathic concern for others 
(see section 2.3.3; e.g., Davis, 1980; Batson et al., 1997; McAuliffe et al., 
2020) and an increase in emotional language through perspective 
taking instructions (Sherman et al., 2020). Therefore, we assumed that 
all three text variables would correlate with the self-reported 
willingness to take the parent perspective. While we assumed that 
positive emotion and empathy positively correlate with the willingness 
to take the parent perspective, we assumed that negative emotion 
negatively correlates with this scale. As argued above, with respect to 
the attitude toward the mother, it is unclear how emotions and 
empathy toward the mother correlate with the self-reported 
willingness to take the student perspective, as parents and students 
belong to different groups. It is possible that the construct of 
perspective taking is not group specific, and therefore affects not only 
attitude, emotions, and empathy toward the mother but also the 
willingness to take the perspective of students. In this case, the 
patterns of correlation would be  the same for perspective taking 
toward students and parents.

4 Methods

4.1 Material: the learning task

Since 2015, the German federal and state governments have been 
supporting reforms in teacher education with their joint initiative 
“Qualitätsoffensive Lehrerbildung (2023)”. The development of the 
learning task was supported by the K2teach project (K2teach, 2023), 
which is part of this initiative. We started in 2019 and interviewed 
special education teachers from Berlin regarding cases they considered 
to be  exceptional and complex involving a child with special 
educational needs. Based on these interviews a case story was 
developed that seemed particularly stimulating in terms of reflecting 
on different perspectives. The learning task was designed for a 90-min 
digital seminar in the master’s program for teacher education at the 
Freie Universität Berlin. It has been used for more than 3 years in 
teacher training at the Freie Universität Berlin and has also been 
adapted for prospective teachers in their year of practical training with 
a focus on special education in Berlin. Since then, the learning task 
has been revised and reduced in complexity.

4.2 Learning task and instructions

Participants worked on a task sheet about a fictitious upcoming 
meeting with the student’s mother, regarding a renewed 
recommendation for special education services. The task sheet 
contained phrases addressed to the mother, followed by one of two 
different instructions (direct versus indirect). Regardless of the 
instruction, the main task for the participants was to determine which 
of the suggested phrases or specific wordings would be appropriate or 
inappropriate to use in this meeting and to rephrase accordingly. Our 
goal was to make participants aware of their wording and the effect of 
their wording on the addressee. The phrases suggested on the task 
sheet were intentionally controversial and debatable (e.g., “The results 
have steadily improved over the past few years. However, the results 
of the last two tests are still not very good. Most of the children are 

doing better here.”). Phrases included the communication of IQ test 
results and selected supports for the student that required the mother’s 
help (for a detailed description of the learning task see Briese et al., 
2022). The suggested phrases were identical for both groups.

4.2.1 Direct instruction
This instruction was designed to directly promote perspective 

taking. It was inspired by the Six Thinking Hats method (De Bono, 
2000) and is also based on the direct instruction for perspective taking 
established in social psychological research (e.g., Galinsky and 
Moskowitz, 2000). Participants were instructed to imagine that they 
are wearing the “hat” of the student’s mother (see Table 1). The “hat” 
was intended to represent a person’s mental and emotional perspective. 
By taking the perspective of the mother and wearing her “hat,” the 
participants should become aware of the possible reactions that the 
phrase on the task sheet could trigger in the mother. Sentence starters 
such as “If I were the mother…” were used to help participants to apply 
this new method. In two previous studies, this instruction was 
successfully evaluated in promoting perspective taking toward parents 
compared to a wait control group and a group that completed the 
same task but received a neutral instruction (see Pöhler et al., 2023).

4.2.2 Indirect instruction
Participants were only instructed to discuss suggested phrases and 

“make sure that the terms and phrases used are generally 
understandable” in a meeting with the mother (see Table  1). 
Perspective taking as a word or similar words indicating that the 
mother’s perspective should be considered were not mentioned. No 
sentence starters (“If I were the mother…”) were offered. Compared 
to the direct instruction, it is less complex and has only an indirect 
focus on perspective taking.

TABLE 1 Excerpts from the original instruction on the two task sheets.

Direct instruction Indirect instruction

While working on the tasks, keep in 

mind that the communication in the 

intended conversation should be in a 

way that is appropriate for the target 

group. To do this, always take the 

perspective of the student’s mother by 

“putting on her hat.”

Imagine symbolically putting on the 

“hat” of the student’s mother. Take the 

perspective of the mother and consider:

 • How would the phrases be perceived 

from the point of view of 

the mother?

 • What thoughts and feelings could 

the phrases trigger in the mother?

 • “If I were the mother…,” “From the 

point of view of the mother…”

While working on the tasks, keep in 

mind that the communication in the 

intended conversation should be in a 

way that is appropriate for the target 

group. Therefore, make sure that the 

terms and phrases used are generally 

understandable.

Discuss the suggested phrases. Check 

the extent to which the terms and 

phrases used are generally 

understandable.

Differences in the two instructions are shown in italics. Instructions were in German and 
have been translated.
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4.3 Design

We used a pre-post intervention group design to examine the 
effects of the learning task on the willingness to take the perspective 
of parents and students. Moreover, we compared the effect of the 
different instructions on our main variable (self-reported willingness) 
and the additional variables (attitude and emotional and empathic 
language; see 4.5 Measures). In all seminar groups we collected data 
at the beginning and at the end of the seminar (see Figure  1). 
Individual participants could not be randomly assigned to the direct 
and indirect instructions because a whole seminar had to receive 
identical instructions to work cooperatively on the learning task. 
Therefore, randomization was performed at the level of seminar 
groups. The 26 seminar groups were randomly assigned to the direct 
and indirect instructions with respect to a balance in terms of 
“instructor” and “time of day.” We checked several variables (school 
type, pre-test scores for the self-reported willingness to take someone’s 
perspective), but there was no difference between the seminar groups 
assigned to the two instruction groups on these variables.

4.4 Participants

A total of 515 teachers in training from 26 seminars participated 
in this study. The seminars were part of the first semester of the Master 
of Education program at the Freie Universität Berlin. Thirteen seminar 
groups worked with the direct instruction and 13 with the indirect 
instruction. A total of 414 participants took part in the pre-test and 
370 in the post-test. Data from both tests were successfully matched 
for 326 participants. These 326 participants constitute the sample for 
this study. The sample consisted of 116 participants in primary 
education, 209 participants in secondary education, and one visiting 
student. Of the 326 participants, 54 reported studying special 
education (272 without a special education specialization). 
Furthermore, 232 identified as female, 81 as male, 2 as diverse, and 11 
did not report gender. Gender had no effect on the self-reported 

willingness to take the perspective of students or parents (pre and 
post), no effect on the attitude toward the mother and no effect on the 
three text measure variables (positive emotions, negative emotions, 
and empathy). Therefore, gender was not included as factor in further 
analyses. Information on school type, special education specialization, 
and gender was collected both in the pre-test and post-test. Only the 
post-test data were used to describe the sample.

4.5 Measures

4.5.1 Self-reported willingness (pre and post)
In previous studies, scales from Davis (1983) Interpersonal 

Reactivity Index have been commonly used to assess perspective 
taking, including in the field of teacher education (Lane-Garon, 1998; 
Knutson Miller, 2001; Konrath et  al., 2011; Goeze et  al., 2013; 
Abacioglu et al., 2020). Therefore, we used the German version of the 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index (Maes et al., 1995) and modified the 
perspective taking scale. The original items describe present behavior 
(sample item “I sometimes try to understand my friends better by 
imagining how things look from their perspective,” Davis, 1983, 
p. 117). Since we were interested in the future behavior of teachers in 
training, we formulated the items in relation to their future role as a 
teacher and measured their willingness to adopt the perspective of 
students and parents during consultations. The student and the parent 
scale started with an identical instruction: “When I am a teacher and 
have a diagnostic consultation, …”.2 Individual items followed, such as 
“… I will take extra time to try to understand my students better by 
looking at things from their point of view” or “… I will take extra time 
to consider the arguments of the parents, even if I am sure of my own 

2 All verbal quotes regarding the measures (such as instructions, items, verbal 

anchors) were in German in the original study and have been translated into 

English for the purposes of this article.

FIGURE 1

Design and procedure of the learning task.
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point of view.” Except for the person addressed (students or parents), 
the seven items of each scale were identical. The main instruction for 
both scales asked participants to imagine themselves as a teacher, with 
many different tasks to be fulfilled simultaneously and not always 
enough time to meet all requirements. Participants were asked to 
provide a realistic self-assessment against this backdrop. The scales 
were presented in the pre- and post-test with the same items within a 
90-min time frame (see Figure 1). Therefore, we used a continuous 
response scale to reduce the influence of the reported pre-score. A 
slider displayed verbal anchors at the endpoints ranging from 
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” and five additional unlabeled 
marks in between, but did not display the underlying numerical labels 
ranging from 1 to 97. The internal consistency was excellent 
(Cronbach’s α for student scale pre/post = 0.90/0.95; parent scale pre/
post = 0.94/0.96). In previous studies, the German version of the 
perspective taking scale of the Interpersonal Reactivity Index also 
showed good reliability, with Cronbach’s α ranging from 0.71 to 0.84 
(Paulus, 2009; Schmitt et al., 2010).

4.5.2 Trait ratings (post)
To measure the attitude toward the mother, we adopted the trait 

rating from Galinsky and Moskowitz (2000, p. 718) with the same 10 
traits, which are desirable traits of a person (considerate, cooperative, 
friendly, generous, honest, kind, loyal, sincere, trustworthy, and 
understanding). For our study, two researchers translated the traits 
into German and the introduction was modified to specifically 
measure participants’ attitudes toward the student’s mother. 
Participants were instructed that we are interested in their intuitive 
assessment of the mother. For each of the 10 characteristics, 
participants were asked to indicate how much it applied to the mother 
(ranging from 1 = does not apply at all, to 7 = fully applies). Participants 
were encouraged to “follow their gut feeling” without thinking too 
much. The internal consistency was excellent with Cronbach’s α = 0.89.

4.5.3 Reflection questions (post)
To measure emotions and empathy toward the mother, 

we examined texts written by the participants. Participants were asked 
to answer questions designed to stimulate reflective thinking. The idea 
of using written text as a source to detect emotions and empathy was 
adapted from Ebert et  al. (2020) and Sherman et  al. (2020). Two 
trained raters coded the texts for emotional and empathic language 
using three response scales: positive emotions, negative emotions, and 
empathy. The texts were answers of participants to the following three 
questions: (1) “You may have noticed certain feelings toward the 
mother during the exercise. Please describe your feelings in a few 
sentences,” (2) “The description of the student indicates that his 
parents should have taken him to a Social Pediatric Center (SPZ) years 
ago. Until today, this has not happened. Now, focus on the mother. 
What could have been the reasons for not presenting her son to the 
SPZ?,” and (3) “If you could ask the mother questions, what would 
they be?.” For the first question, participants had the opportunity to 
tick a box saying “I did not notice any particular feelings toward the 
mother” and for the third question they could tick a box saying “I have 
no questions for the mother.” The two raters rated all texts on question 
(1), then (2), then (3) in that order. The written texts were randomly 
intermixed and rated by the two raters, who were blind to condition 
(based on Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000; Skorinko and Sinclair, 
2013). First, a trial run with a subset of 50 texts was selected to ensure 

that the two raters used the same rating criteria. After the trial run, the 
raters independently assessed each individual text on the three 
variables. The three text variables, along with instructions and criteria 
for raters, were identical for all three reflection questions. The first 
variable, positive emotions, was defined for raters as “Evaluate whether 
the participant’s response reflects positive emotions toward the 
student’s mother.” They were asked to respond on a 7-point scale, 
ranging from 1 = “Text does not reflect any positive emotions toward 
the mother” to 7 = “Text reflects very positive emotions toward the 
mother.” The second variable was identical to the first one, but focused 
on negative emotions. Following Kron et al. (2013), we used unipolar 
scales to evaluate the emotions toward the mother expressed in a text. 
For this reason, positive emotions and negative emotions were rated 
separately to avoid loss of information when participants chose a score 
of 4, as this could indicate no emotion or a text with both negative and 
positive emotions, canceling each other out. The third variable, 
empathy, was defined for raters as “Evaluate whether the participant’s 
response reflects explicitly or implicitly expressed empathy toward the 
student’s mother.” They were asked to respond on a 7-point scale, 
ranging from 1 = “No empathy toward the mother” to 7 = “Very high 
level of empathy toward the mother” with 4 = “Neutral.” All 
participants that had written at least one text were included in the 
analysis. If participants had written two or three texts, the ratings were 
averaged across these texts, separately for the three variables and the 
two raters. Thus, for each participant, we  obtained a measure of 
positive emotion, negative emotion and empathy, for each of the two 
raters. To assess inter-rater agreement, we  calculated Pearson 
correlations for each text variable. The correlations between the two 
raters were strong for all text variables (positive emotions r = 0.629; 
negative emotions r = 0.708; empathy r = 0.737 with p < 0.001 and 
n = 320; for interpretation of correlations, see Cohen, 1988). The inter-
rater correlation can be  interpreted as a very good agreement. 
Therefore, the scores of the two raters were averaged for further 
analyses (based on Bortz and Döring, 2006, p. 185; Skorinko and 
Sinclair, 2013). In one case, no mean could be calculated because one 
rater coded a one-word response as “missing” while the other rater 
generated values. This case was excluded from further analyses.

4.6 Procedure

The main part of the learning task and the entire data collection 
took place during a 90-min seminar. The seminar was held digitally 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. SoSci Survey (Leiner, 2019) was used 
to create the online surveys. Participation in the online surveys was 
voluntary and required consent. The data sets from the two surveys 
(pre- and post-test) could be matched using an anonymous code and 
demographic information. The pre-test took about 5 min and the 
post-test about 15 min to complete. The learning task consisted of an 
asynchronous part and a synchronous part (see Figure 1).

In the asynchronous part participants were asked to read a digital 
document containing the case description, which was sent to them in 
preparation for the upcoming seminar. The synchronous part took 
place during the 90-min seminar, where participants met with their 
instructor via the Webex video conferencing platform (Webex by 
cisco, 2020). After a brief introduction into diagnostic consultations 
in the context of teacher responsibilities, participants completed the 
pre-test including the self-reported willingness. The pre-test was 
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followed by a brief introduction to the upcoming task. A maximum of 
five participants then worked in digital rooms to complete the task 
sheet. The main task was to discuss the suggested phrases using either 
the direct or indirect instruction, depending on which seminar 
participants attended, and to formulate appropriate sentences on their 
own. The post-test followed immediately including the reflection 
questions, the trait ratings, and the self-reported willingness, in that 
order. The seminar ended with a discussion of the insights gained 
from the group work. All 26 seminars took place within 1 week.

4.7 Data analysis

All analyses included only data from participants who could 
be matched by their codes and by their instruction group in both 
surveys. As additional matching control variables, we  used 
information on gender, school type, and special education 
specialization, which were collected both on the pre-test and post-test. 
There were nine participants with matching instruction group and 
matching code but discrepancies in these control variables. All 
analyses were conducted with and without these nine participants and 
results were not affected. Therefore, we decided not to exclude these 
participants as in each case discrepancies were only in a single variable 
and the rest of the matching variables were identical. Statistical 
software SPSS 28 (IBM Corp., 2021) was used for all analyses. 
Two-tailed tests were always used. The significance level was set 
at α = 5%.

4.7.1 Self-reported willingness
Only data from participants who completed the full scale in both 

the pre-test and post-test were included in the analysis (N = 322). The 
seven items each were averaged to form two scales (student scale and 
parent scale). To address the question of whether the learning task and 
the two instructions promoted the willingness to take another 
perspective, we conducted two mixed-model ANOVAs, one for the 
student scale and one for the parent scale. Variables were submitted to 
a 2 (groups: direct instruction vs. indirect instruction) × 2 (self-
reported willingness: pre vs. post) mixed-model ANOVA with 
repeated measures on the second factor. To examine whether teachers 
in training are generally more willing to adopt the student perspective 
than the parent perspective, only the pre-scores were considered and 
a paired-samples t-test was calculated. To rule out the possibility that 
participants within the same seminar were more similar in their 
willingness to take another perspective than participants across 
different seminars, we  conducted further ANOVAs with seminar 
affiliation and scale pre-scores. We found no significant differences, 
for either the student or parent perspective taking scales. Thus, 
seminar affiliation did not appear to influence the willingness to take 
another perspective and was not included in further analyses.

4.7.2 Trait ratings
Only data from participants who completed the full scale were 

included in the analysis (N = 323). The 10 items were averaged into a 
single value. To check whether there were differences in trait ratings 
between the two instruction groups, an independent samples t-test 
was performed. Pearson correlations were calculated to assess the 
relationship between trait ratings and the self-reported willingness to 
take the perspective of parents and students.

4.7.3 Reflection questions
Out of the entire sample of 326 participants, 200 responded to the 

first question (1), 320 responded to the second question (2) and 227 
responded to the third question (3). Both raters assessed responses on 
the 7-point scale separately for the three text variables (positive 
emotions, negative emotions, and empathy). The text variable scores 
of both raters were averaged for further analyses. We  used an 
independent samples t-test to analyze instruction group differences 
on the text variables. We also computed correlations between positive 
emotions, negative emotions, and empathy on the one hand and the 
self-reported willingness on the other, using Pearson correlation.

5 Results

The results focus on the effectiveness of the learning task using the 
two different instructions with respect to perspective taking, especially 
perspective taking toward parents. The main variable was the self-
reported willingness to take the perspective of students and parents. 
We obtained further variables, which, according to the literature, can 
be affected by instructed perspective taking and are also important 
with regard to interpersonal relationships and social interactions: the 
attitude toward the mother, and the emotional and empathic language 
toward the mother used in written texts. For all these variables, 
we compared the effect of the two different instructions used in the 
learning task.

5.1 Self-reported willingness to take the 
perspective of parents and students

Table  2 shows the descriptive statistics of the scale. For both 
instructions and at both time points of measurement (pre and post), 
the willingness to take another person’s perspective was high, with 
means ≥69.54 out of 97.00.

For the student scale the results of the mixed-model ANOVA 
indicated a significant small main effect of the learning task (pre 
versus post), F(1, 320) = 5.61, p = 0.018, partial η2 = 0.02 (according to 
Cohen, 1988, the size of the effect is: partial η2 > 0.01 = small effect, 
>0.06 = medium effect, and >0.14 = large effect). Willingness to take 
the perspective of students was greater after completing the learning 
task. There was no significant main effect of instruction, indicating no 
difference between the direct and indirect instruction, F(1, 320) = 2.08, 

TABLE 2 Descriptive statistics of self-reported willingness.

direct 
instruction 

n =  150

indirect 
instruction 

n =  172

Total n =  322

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

M 
(SD)

M 
(SD)

M 
(SD)

M 
(SD)

M 
(SD)

M 
(SD)

Students 78.3 

(11.9)

79.4 

(12.4)

76.3 

(13.4)

77.3 

(14.6)

77.2 

(12.7)

78.3 

(13.6)

Parents 70.6 

(15.1)

76.5 

(15.4)

69.5 

(16.5)

74.6 

(15.8)

70.1 

(15.9)

75.5 

(15.6)

Scale ranged from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 97 = “strongly agree”.
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p = 0.150, partial η2 = 0.01. Consequently, no statistically significant 
interaction between point in time (pre versus post completion of the 
learning task) and instruction occurred, F(1, 320) = 0.03, p = 0.857, 
partial η2 < 0.001.

For the parent scale the results of the mixed-model ANOVA 
indicated a significant large main effect of the learning task (pre 
versus post), F(1, 320) = 90.47, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.22. 
Willingness to take the perspective of parents was greater after 
completing the learning task, regardless of participants’ group 
affiliation. As with the student scale, there was no significant main 
effect of instruction for the parent scale, F(1, 320) = 0.77, p = 0.381, 
partial η2 = 0.002. Willingness to take the perspective of parents 
increased in both groups by participating in the learning task. 
Consequently, no statistically significant interaction between 
point in time (pre versus post completion of the learning task) and 
the two groups occurred, F(1,320) = 0.42, p = 0.519, partial 
η2 = 0.001.

An examination of the general difference using pre-intervention 
scores revealed a significantly greater willingness to take the 
perspective of students than of parents, t(321) = 12.06, p < 0.001, 
d = 0.67 (medium effect size according to Cohen, 1988).

5.2 Trait ratings

As expected, the mean trait rating was >4.0 (see section 3.2; 
Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000; Berthold et al., 2013), with M = 4.62 
(SD = 0.90; N = 323), indicating a positive attitude toward the mother 
(scale ranged from 1 = “does not apply at all” to 7 = “applies fully”). The 
trait ratings were lower in the direct instruction group (M = 4.58, 
SD = 0.88, n = 151) than in the indirect instruction group (M = 4.65, 
SD = 0.91, n = 172) but an independent samples t-test yielded 
non-significant group differences, t(321) = −0.77, p = 0.440, d = −0.09. 
The direct and indirect instructions did not yield to differences in 
participants’ attitude toward the mother. Furthermore, in line with our 
expectations, we found a positive correlation between trait ratings and 
the willingness to take the parent perspective measured after the 
intervention (see Table 3; small to moderate correlation according to 
Cohen, 1988). In addition, although students were not even addressed 
in the trait rating scale, we found a small positive correlation for trait 
ratings and the willingness to take the student perspective measured 
after the intervention (see Table 3).

5.3 Reflection questions

An independent samples t-test showed no significant difference 
between the direct and indirect instruction and ratings for positive 
emotions [t(318) = 0.78, p = 0.437, d = 0.09], negative emotions 
[t(318) = −0.70, p = 0.482, d = −0.08] and empathy [t(318) = 1.12, 
p = 0.263, d = 0.13]. Ratings in the direct instruction group (n = 150) 
were as follows3: Positive emotions, M = 3.80, SD = 1.06; negative 
emotions, M = 2.31, SD = 1.21; empathy, M = 4.81, SD = 0.84. Ratings 
for the indirect instruction group (n = 170) were: Positive emotions, 
M = 3.71, SD = 1.05; negative emotions, M = 2.41, SD = 1.16; empathy, 
M = 4.70, SD = 0.84. Consistent with our expectations, there were 
significant positive correlations between positive emotions and the 
willingness to take the parent perspective measured after the 
intervention (p = 0.02) as well as between empathy and willingness to 
take the parent perspective measured after the intervention (p < 0.001). 
There was a significant negative correlation between negative emotions 
and willingness to take the parent perspective measured after the 
intervention (p < 0.001). The same directions of correlations appeared 
for the willingness to take the perspective of students measured after 
the intervention, but correlations were not significant (see Table 3).

In other words, if a participant’s written texts reflected positive 
emotions about the mother, that participant was more willing to 
consider the parent’s perspective. If a participant’s texts reflected 
negative emotions about the mother, that participant was less willing 
to consider the parent’s perspective. And if a participants’ written texts 
reflected empathy regarding the mother, that person was more willing 
to consider the parent’s perspective.

6 Discussion

In this study, we have provided positive evidence that our case-
based learning task is effective in terms of perspective taking and has 
a specific effect on taking the parent perspective. In the following, 
we discuss the results of the different variables we used in this study: 
Self-reported willingness to take the perspective of students and 
parents, the attitude toward the mother in the case story, and the 
emotional and empathic language in written texts concerning 
the mother.

With the scale measuring self-reported willingness to take 
someone’s perspective, the effectiveness of our learning task could 
be seen through a significant increase in perspective taking toward 
parents (effect of the learning task pre versus post). It was unclear 
whether participation would increase the willingness in general, or 
only specifically increase willingness to take the parent perspective, as 
the instructions focused on the mother. Therefore, we did not have a 
hypothesis for the student scale. The post-scores for both the student 
and parent scale were significantly higher than the pre-scores, with a 

3 Note that higher values indicate a greater amount of either positive 

emotions, negative emotions, or empathy in the texts; see section 4.5.3. A 

value of 1 represents the absence of positive emotions, negative emotions, or 

empathy and a value of 7 represents a very high degree of positive emotions, 

negative emotions, or empathy.

TABLE 3 Correlations for trait ratings and reflection questions with self-
reported willingness (post).

Self-reported willingness

Students Parents

Trait ratings (n = 320) 0.209** 0.286**

Reflection questions 

(n = 317)

  Positive emotions 0.09 0.13*

  Negative emotions −0.05 −0.19**

  Empathy 0.08 0.21**

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. Cohen (1988) classified correlations of r > 0.1 as small, r > 0.3 as 
moderate, and r > 0.5 as strong. Positive emotions, negative emotions, and empathy scores 
are averaged ratings across all texts.
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large main effect in the pre-post comparison for the parent scale and 
a small main effect for the student scale.

Furthermore, we  compared the effect of direct and indirect 
instructions (instruction effect) on outcomes of self-reported 
willingness to take another perspective. We  conceived two 
instructions, a direct one, which asked participants explicitly to take 
the perspective of the mother and an indirect one, which did not 
mention the concept of perspective taking at all. With direct 
instructions, participants may perceive perspective taking as an 
injunctive social norm (which concerns what most others approve or 
disapprove of, as opposed to a descriptive norm which concerns what 
most others do, see Cialdini et al., 1990). This perception could bias 
their reported willingness to adopt the parents’ perspective in general. 
In contrast, with indirect instructions, there was no focus on 
perspective taking as an injunctive social norm. Kallgren et al. (2000) 
demonstrated that injunctive norms must be directly focused upon in 
order to influence behavior. Therefore, it is unlikely that indirect 
instructions increase self-reported willingness to adopt the parents’ 
perspective merely because participants perceive perspective taking as 
a social norm.

Both instructions were successful in terms of a significant increase 
in the willingness to take both the students’ and the parents’ 
perspective after completing the learning task. Although it seemed 
likely that a direct instruction that explicitly refers to perspective 
tasking would be more effective in promoting perspective taking, our 
results indicated that the indirect instruction was sufficient. 
Participants presumably adopted the perspective of the mother 
spontaneously to achieve effective communication. If the increase in 
perspective taking willingness had only occurred in the direct 
instruction group but not in the indirect instruction group, this could 
have been due to the greater effectiveness of explicit instructions but 
also due to a tendency of participants to respond in terms of social 
expectations which were clearer under direct instructions. The finding 
that perspective taking willingness also increased under indirect 
instructions, in which social norms regarding perspective taking were 
not as transparent, strengthens the interpretation that the intervention 
truly promotes perspective taking willingness.

To examine a possible general difference in the willingness to take 
the student versus parent perspective we analyzed the pre-test data. Our 
previous research showed a significantly greater willingness to take the 
student perspective than the parent perspective among teachers in 
training (medium effect size; see Study 1  in Pöhler et  al., 2023). 
Consistent results were found in the current study, with a medium 
effect size. This finding may reflect that teachers strive for positive 
relationships with students and have a more reserved attitude toward 
parents, anticipating more conflict with parents (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 
2003; Unterbrink et al., 2008; Hornby and Lafaele, 2011; Mach-Würth, 
2021). We  conclude that it may be  more worthwhile to promote 
perspective taking toward parents and to focus on parents in the 
learning task. It would be interesting to use the same scale with more 
experienced teachers in order to examine whether the willingness to 
take the student perspective decreases the more experienced teachers 
are. For the group of more experienced teachers, it may be worthwhile 
to focus on the student perspective in a similar learning task.

Our pre-test results (see Table 2) showed that the willingness to 
take the student perspective is already very high without the 
intervention, which makes it difficult to obtain a significant 
intervention effect. A different measure that encourages participants 

to provide a more nuanced response, may be able to more accurately 
capture the effects of the intervention and thus avoid a potential 
ceiling effect. Items in the current study were intentionally framed 
with the addition “I will take extra time…” (followed by the different 
items, e.g., “…to try to understand my students better by looking at 
things from their point of view”) to elicit a more realistic and less 
socially desirable response from participants and to avoid extremes 
and thus a ceiling effect. In future studies, items could be framed in a 
way, that emphasizes the many obligations of teachers, so that there is 
even less temptation to choose extremes (e.g., “I will take the time, 
even though I have other things to do…”).

Given the high pre-test results, the changes in willingness from 
pre- to post-intervention appear minor. On a 1–97 scale, there was an 
increase in willingness of a maximum of 6 points. Participants were 
already willing to adopt the parent and student perspectives, so the 
learning task contributed minimally. Nevertheless, the intervention 
remains valuable. It is important to note that the training was not 
solely focused on improving perspective taking but was part of a 
broader curriculum addressing assessment and counseling skills, 
particularly in the context of parent-teacher consultations. Although 
the effect on perspective taking was numerically modest, it 
demonstrates that it is possible to further increase the willingness to 
adopt different perspectives through a brief and relatively simple 
intervention. If similar interventions are implemented at multiple 
points during teacher training, these small numerical effects may 
accumulate, potentially leading to less conflictual relationships with 
parents in the long term.

Our pre-post design allowed us to conclude that there were no 
differences between seminar groups in their a priori willingness to 
adopt perspectives. Furthermore, in a previous study with teachers in 
training using a wait control group design and another study with 
special education teachers in training and a pre-post design, 
we already demonstrated the positive influence of the learning task on 
perspective taking: Self-reported willingness to take the perspective of 
students (see Study 2 in Pöhler et al., 2023) and parents (see Study 1 
and 2 in Pöhler et al., 2023) was significantly increased. Taken together 
with the results of the current study, the learning task seems to 
be suitable for promoting perspective taking in teacher education. In 
addition, the instruction does not seem to affect the increase in self-
reported willingness to take parents’ or students’ perspective.

The type of instruction also had no effect on the other variables 
(attitude toward the mother and emotional and empathic language in 
texts that referred to the mother). The trait ratings used to measure 
the attitude toward the mother did not differ between the two 
instruction groups (instruction effect). The three text variables 
(positive emotion, negative emotion, and empathy), which were 
obtained by rating the texts which participants wrote in response to 
three different reflection questions, also did not differ between the 
instruction groups (emotional and empathic language: instruction 
effect). In summary, for none of the different variables did it matter 
whether instructions were direct or indirect. Thus, we did not find any 
evidence that the learning task had a stronger effect when performed 
under direct instructions than when performed under 
indirect instructions.

We tested a number of hypotheses regarding the relationship 
between the different variables. All of them seem to be related to the 
same construct (perspective taking) and positively (or in the case of 
negative emotions, negatively) correlated with each other (see 
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Supplementary Material for full correlation matrix). Regarding our 
hypothesis, there was a significant positive correlation between the 
attitude toward the mother and the willingness to take the parent 
perspective measured after the intervention. We had no hypothesis for 
the student scale and students were not addressed in the trait rating 
scale. Nevertheless, we also found a significant positive correlation 
between attitude toward the mother and the willingness to take the 
student perspective measured after the intervention. Thus, participants 
with a more positive attitude toward the mother also showed a greater 
willingness to take the perspective of students. This may be due to the 
fact that the two scales measuring self-reported willingness were 
highly correlated (see Supplementary Material for full 
correlation matrix).

Perspective taking has been shown to foster positive emotions 
and empathy in written texts (e.g., Ebert et al., 2020; Sherman et al., 
2020). Consistent with these findings and our hypothesis, the data 
showed that when a person’s written texts reflected positive emotions 
or empathy regarding the mother, that person was more willing to 
take the mother’s perspective (post). Conversely, if a person’s written 
texts reflected negative emotions regarding the mother, that person 
was less willing to take the mother’s perspective (emotions and 
empathy correlating with willingness to take parent perspective). No 
significant correlations appeared for willingness to take the student 
perspective (post). This is interesting, because for the attitude toward 
the mother we found a significant correlation also with the student 
scale, even though the learning task with both instructions specifically 
addressed parents. This difference may be due to methodological 
differences between the scales rather than being related to the 
underlying processes. The text ratings were done by two external 
raters, whereas the trait ratings were done by the participants 
themselves. The text ratings reflect a (spontaneous) verbal behavior 
of the participants, in contrast to the ratings of predefined traits on a 
numerical scale. The reflection questions, unlike the trait ratings, did 
not explicitly ask about the person’s traits. These fundamental 
methodological differences may explain the different results for the 
different measures.

Regarding our three text measures, only empathy scored above 
4 on the 1–7 Likert scale, whereas the averages for positive and 
negative emotions were below 4. One explanation might be that the 
construct of empathy is closely related to perspective taking and is 
often described as an affective form of perspective taking 
(Underwood and Moore, 1982; Preston and de Waal, 2002; Roth 
et  al., 2016; Longmire and Harrison, 2018). Additionally, the 
learning task and reflection questions may have influenced the 
expression of empathic language more than the expression of 
positive or negative emotions. Another explanation is more 
methodological. Our raters scored empathy on a bipolar scale, 
where a 4 indicated neutral empathy toward the mother. In contrast, 
we used unipolar scales to evaluate the emotions expressed toward 
the mother in the text, without defining 4 as neutral. Positive and 
negative emotions were rated separately to avoid losing information 
when participants chose a score of 4, as this could indicate no 
emotion, neutral emotion, or a combination of both negative and 
positive emotions (see Chapter 4.5.3 Reflection Questions).

The correlations between the attitude ratings and text variables on 
the one hand, and the willingness to take the parent perspective on the 
other hand, are consistent with previous research showing a general 
positive effect of perspective taking instructions on attitude, empathic 

emotions, and stereotype reduction (Batson et al., 1997; Galinsky and 
Moskowitz, 2000; Todd et al., 2012a,b; Sherman et al., 2020).

6.1 Relevance for school practice

We tested two different instructions that accompanied our 
learning task. Although our results show that both instructions 
positively influence the willingness to take someone’s perspective, in 
real life it may be advantageous to address perspective taking directly. 
In order to establish perspective taking as a practical tool for teachers 
in the long run, the direct instruction, with its symbolic and more 
emotional character, may have an advantage and be better anchored 
in memory. On the other hand, the metaphorical “hat” in the direct 
instruction seems to be more complex and cognitively demanding 
than the indirect instruction. This would argue in favor of using an 
instruction with a lower cognitive load but the same effectiveness in 
order to establish a practical tool for teachers in the long run. Which 
of the two instructions is more practical or beneficial may depend on 
the specific circumstances in which the learning task is used.

The importance of specifically promoting willingness to take the 
parent perspective early in teacher education is underscored by our 
repeated finding of a general difference with greater willingness to 
take a student’s perspective than the parent’s perspective (see Study 
1 in Pöhler et al., 2023). In their later professional practice, teachers 
in training will benefit from a high willingness to take the parent 
perspective when in contact with parents. Willingness is a necessary 
prerequisite in the perspective taking process that enables teachers in 
training to use the cognitive ability to take a different perspective later 
in their professional practice (Weinert, 2014; Blömeke et al., 2015). 
Furthermore, perspective taking is an important part of the 
counseling competence that teachers are expected to have (Gerich 
et al., 2015; KMK, 2019). A well-developed counseling competence 
involves that teachers actually take someone else’s perspective into 
account and can better anticipate what to expect (Gerich et al., 2015). 
With a low willingness to take someone else’s perspective, especially 
a parent’s perspective, teachers may experience conversations that 
remain on an objective level, such as sharing student performance, 
without respecting the necessary social–emotional level and 
interpersonal relationship.

Although our learning task was originally designed for use in 
teacher training, we assume and recommend that it is also applicable to 
other fields and to all those who deal with counseling, with parents or 
other clients, and with communicative situations that may be conflicting. 
Since we  were able to promote the willingness to take the parent 
perspective, but also the willingness to take the student perspective, 
even though they were not the focus of our perspective taking 
instruction, it is possible that a positive spillover effect will lead to a 
greater willingness to take the perspective of people who are involved in 
the same (e.g., counseling) situation or learning task setting. We are 
planning to establish the learning task for the multi-professional school 
staff at the schools in Berlin. Furthermore, we assume and recommend 
that our learning task is also applicable at different stages of teachers’ 
professional career. In a previous study with novice special education 
teachers, who are already working in schools, we demonstrated the 
positive influence of the learning task on perspective taking (self-
reported willingness to take the perspective of students and parents 
could be increased; see Study 2 in Pöhler et al., 2023).
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6.2 Limitations and perspectives for future 
research

The finding that self-reported willingness increased even under 
indirect instructions, in which social norms regarding perspective 
taking were less transparent, strengthens the interpretation that the 
intervention genuinely promotes perspective taking willingness and 
that an indirect instruction is sufficient. However, the current study 
has one limitation which potentially challenges this conclusion: 
we  cannot rule out the possibility that the administration of the 
perspective taking survey may itself have served as an explicit 
intervention. Hence, it is possible that completing the pre-survey, 
which was administered prior to the intervention, increased the 
reported willingness in the post-survey. As both groups received the 
pre-survey, it may have induced the same pre-post difference in 
perspective taking in both groups. This line of reasoning, however, 
rests upon the assumption that the pre-survey rather than the training 
task is the reason for the pre-post difference in perspective taking. This 
is unlikely to be true as suggested by a previous study (Study 1 in 
Pöhler et al., 2023), in which there was no pre-survey. Thus, although 
it is possible that the pre-survey has an effect in both groups, the 
learning task probably has an additional effect that adds up to the 
effect of the pre-survey. Therefore, if the different instructions had 
been differentially effective, it would have shown in the post-survey. 
Future studies could investigate the effect of the pre-survey by 
implementing a control group that only completes the scales in the 
post-measurement or a control group that completes the scales in the 
pre- and post-measurement but works on something completely 
different than the learning task.

Regarding the different instructions, a second limitation needs to 
be acknowledged. One of our primary assumptions was that direct 
perspective taking instruction would result in a greater willingness to 
adopt another’s perspective after the learning task. This assumption 
proved to be  incorrect; the outcome did not depend on whether 
participants were explicitly instructed to take the parent’s perspective 
or simply asked to use formulations that can be readily understood by 
the mother. It is likely that participants naturally adopted the mother’s 
perspective when asked to make formulations generally 
understandable. This may be due to methodological reasons and the 
fact that our phrasing for the indirect perspective taking instructions 
did not sufficiently differ from the direct instructions, leading 
participants to perceive them as directives to adopt the mother’s 
perspective. It is possible that phrases like “What would you say to the 
mother in this situation?” might be sufficient to facilitate indirect 
perspective taking, given that the context and case describe a situation 
requiring cooperative and purposeful communication. Until other 
contrasting instructions are tested, we cannot state that the findings 
of our study are generalizable.

Another limitation of our study is that it was not possible to 
randomly assign individual participants to conditions. Instead, entire 
seminar groups had to be assigned to a condition to give students the 
opportunity to work together. However, we checked several seminar 
level variables (instructor, time of day, school type, pre-test scores for 
self-reported willingness to take someone’s perspective), but there was 
no difference between the seminar groups in the two conditions. 
Despite the design limitation, we believe that it was worthwhile to 
evaluate the effect of the learning task in a realistic educational setting. 
Moreover, to our knowledge, our study is the first to investigate the 

promotion of perspective taking toward parents in teacher education. 
Further studies could be run to replicate our findings under better 
controlled laboratory conditions.

By using reflection questions and rating the responses regarding 
emotion and empathic language, we  tested a method to detect 
variables that correlate with perspective taking in written texts. As the 
time in the seminar was limited, we were not able to obtain these 
additional text variables also before the intervention. Therefore, 
we  could use these variables only to compare the two different 
instructions and to assess their correlation with the self-reported 
willingness to consider the students’ and parents’ perspective. 
Follow-up studies, e.g., a study in which participants write texts before 
and after the intervention, could complement our findings. Although 
writing texts is time-consuming, it seems plausible that socially 
desirable or random response behavior is less likely in written texts 
than in self-reports because the variable being measured is less 
obvious. Furthermore, asking teachers in training to write texts in 
response to reflection questions does not only produce an interesting 
database but could be considered as a part of the learning task that 
could foster elaborative processing. Thus, collecting and analyzing 
texts seems to be  worthwhile not only for answering research 
questions but also for practical purposes.

It is a legitimate question why we  focused on the mother’s 
perspective and neglected the father’s role, both as an actor in the case 
scenario and in terms of his perspective. As we  have already 
mentioned, our case scenario was inspired by a real case in which only 
the mother was in contact with the school, and we decided to preserve 
this fact. However, it would be interesting to investigate in a future 
study whether our results, particularly the self-reported willingness to 
take someone’s perspective when given the two instructions, also apply 
to a case scenario in which the father’s perspective must be taken. As 
long as the learning task focuses on only one parent, there will always 
be individuals in the intended target group who are more similar to 
the parent (in terms of gender or the parenting role) than others. It is 
possible that similarity or identification with the person whose 
perspective is being taken could influence the outcome measures 
(Tarrant et al., 2012). In this study, however, the results for willingness 
to take another perspective did not differ by gender. Thus, it seems 
unlikely that male participants found it difficult to take the 
mother’s perspective.

An aim for future studies could be to develop methodological 
ideas on how to measure the promotion of perspective taking in real 
conversations with parents. Possible indicators could be  the 
satisfaction of the parent after the conversation, the language used by 
the teacher, or stress levels during and after the conversation. Even 
more difficult to measure, but also particularly important, is whether 
promoting perspective taking has a significant impact on teachers’ 
health. If perspective taking is promoted not just once in teacher 
education, but as a part of comprehensive promotion of social–
emotional competence, a positive impact on teachers’ well-being 
seems possible.

Although teachers in training are more willing after training with 
the learning task, it remains to be seen whether they will continue to 
show greater willingness in their later practice or whether their 
willingness is just greater in theory. Generally, we cannot assume that 
once the willingness has been successfully promoted, it will be stable 
and present in later practice. The intervention presented in this paper 
is only a first step toward promoting perspective taking in counseling 
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situations involving parents. We attempted to sustain the positive effects 
of the intervention by providing additional materials: As a follow-up, 
the participants received a reference list on the topics of perspective 
taking and diagnostic counseling. Moreover, they were provided with 
a list of institutions offering support and the names of local contact 
persons (relevant to the case). Finally, a podcast was recorded that 
answered participants’ questions and gave further information on the 
local school support system. For the sake of sustainability, however, 
(future) teachers likely need an even more comprehensive exploration 
of the topic and further practice in perspective taking. Therefore, 
recurring exercises should be established in the university context as 
well as in the subsequent teacher preparation service. With further 
learning tasks as booster sessions, the recognition effect can help to 
approach the exercise and the request for perspective taking with less 
cognitive effort which may positively influence the motivational 
willingness to take perspectives in the long term. In the realm of such 
long-term efforts to promote perspective taking, it would be interesting 
to explore the learning curve of perspective taking by measuring it 
repeatedly. Currently, there are no data illustrating a learning curve 
specific to perspective taking interventions. However, research has 
documented developmental changes in perspective taking skills. 
Eisenberg et al. (2005) examined perspective taking as a measure of 
prosocial behavior and reasoning and demonstrated a linear increase 
in perspective taking from age 15/16 to age 25/26. These age-related 
changes are potentially beneficial for promoting perspective taking in 
early teacher education over the long term.

7 Conclusion

Teacher education is undergoing major changes internationally. 
The focus is shifting from the mere teaching of cognitive skills to the 
early training of important social–emotional skills, such as the ability 
and willingness to take the perspective of important interlocutors. 
Our learning task is a case-based, practical tool that reliably and 
easily promotes perspective taking, especially toward this important 
group of stakeholders: parents. As the willingness to take the parent’s 
perspective was already high before the intervention, the change was 
relatively small. Further studies will show whether using different 
types of items or repeatedly applying similar interventions could 
increase the effect. In addition to self-report measures, we obtained 
further variables that are associated with perspective taking and that 
are important for interpersonal relations. We have shown that these 
variables (attitude and emotional and empathic language) correlate 
with the self-reported willingness to take someone’s perspective. In 
particular, we  have used a promising method by measuring 
emotional and empathic language in written texts. Our goal is to 
conduct further studies to investigate the promotion of perspective 
taking in teacher training and to engage key multipliers who can 
effectively disseminate the learning task presented in this paper 
within schools over the long term. This learning task has the potential 
to provide teachers with valuable support and resources for 
navigating difficult conversations.
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